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What is a web service? 
 
Web Services are applications with two characteristics. 
 
First, a web service publishes, and is defined by, an application programming interface (API) for the 
functionality it makes available to external callers.  
 
Second, a web service is accessed over a network by using the hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP).  
 
Web services enable interoperability between software systems, and are the foundation for a modern service 
oriented architecture (SOA).  
 
This course is a thorough introduction to web services. Students will learn to create and consume web 
services, as well as the web services standards, technologies, platforms, and development tools. 
 
 
What will you learn in this course? 
 
The course outline’s learning outcomes are below: 
 

Understand and describe the principles of service oriented architecture 

Understand and describe the standards and technologies of modern web services implementations 

Effectively use market-leading development tools to create and consume web services 

Identify and select the appropriate framework components in the creation of web service solutions 

Apply object-oriented programming principles to the creation of web service solutions 

Analyze the requirements of an (WSA500) entry-level or (DPS907) medium-difficulty programming 
task, and create software that meets the requirements 

DPS907 – For a given specification, determine the appropriate web services style and design 

DPS907 – Compare service oriented architecture with other kinds of design principles 

 



In this document… 
 
This document is organized into three major sections: 
 

1. Service oriented architecture discussion 
  

2. Service orientation  
  

3. The web services idea 
 

 
 
SOA – Service Oriented Architecture 
 
Let’s make one thing clear as we begin our study of service oriented architecture (SOA). 
 
SOA is not a “thing”, or an end product. You cannot write an SOA. 
 
Instead, SOA is an “approach” for designing systems. It is a means to an end, where the end product is a set of 
benefits or deliverables.  
 
SOA has a number of identifying characteristics. We’ll introduce them here, and discuss a few of them in more 
detail.  
 
Design principles – SOA suggests a number of design principles. Service orientation is the fundamental design 
principle of SOA. We’ll discuss service orientation more in a following section.  
 
A list of SOA design principles, gathered from a survey of recent writings, includes the following: 

 Abstraction of the underlying complexity  

 Autonomy from being tied to a specific system and its usage 

 Composability to enable the consumer to assemble an app from components 

 Discoverability of the API and how to use it 

 Formality (i.e. a “contract”) that defines what, how, when 

 Loose coupling to enable composability, as well as component modification 

 Reusability of components within or among calling apps 

 Stateless operation by default  
 
Multiplatform enablement – An SOA implementation enables its web services to be consumed by different 
classes of hardware devices, and of course, by different classes of software.  
 
Easy frictionless reuse – With a well-known (i.e. discoverable, documented) API, components can be used and 
reused within, or among, the apps that use the API.  
 
Enables orchestration – The term “orchestration” means the arrangement, coordination, management, and 
usage scenarios of an app built on an SOA implementation.  
 



For a decade or more, orchestration was an important concept in SOA, as a typical SOA implementation 
featured centralized orchestration. Additionally, it typically offered predefined business processes and 
workflows to consumers.  
 
More recently, this view of centralized orchestration has been deemphasized and relaxed in some SOA 
implementations. The result is that the consumer is empowered to perform their own orchestration if needed. 
In this scenario, the SOA implementation often provides business process automation and workflow tooling to 
enable this orchestration shift.  
 
This modernized orchestration view is sometimes called “SOA 2.0”, or “event-driven SOA”. 
 
Composability – SOA is related to composability, which is a system design principle. A highly composable 
system provides “components” that can be selected in a manner that meets a consumer’s needs.  
 
Dependencies between or among components may exist, but their interaction still follows SOA design 
principles. This enables modification or replacement of a component while preserving app stability.  
 
A related concept is that the composition is typically stateless. Each transaction is atomic or independent. 
However, the SOA implementation, and the consuming app, can be adapted to introduce a managed state 
model, to support shared context.  
 
* * * 
 
As you begin work on an SOA implementation, there are a number of other considerations, including: 
 
Security – Can your API be used anonymously? Do you require authentication? What infrastructure do you 
need to move beyond anonymous use? 
 
Cost – Is there a fee to use your API? If yes, how is it priced? How is usage measured? How are payments 
assessed and collected? 
 
Usage – Do you permit unlimited use of your API by a consumer? Is free (or low cost) use throttled or limited? 
How will you ensure scalability and availability? 
 
Terms of use – What are your API’s terms of use? Free and unrestricted? For trading partners only? What’s the 
usage context, that is, do you permit use under certain circumstances? 
 
The final idea in this section presents a few benefits you get with an SOA implementation.  
 
The first benefit is that the marginal cost of adding features and functionality, by a consumer to their app, 
should be, or is expected to be, low. While there may be notable development costs in creating an SOA 
implementation for a system, the cost of use is typically low.  
 
For the developer of the SOA implementation, and for the developer of the consuming app, another benefit is 
simplified testing and prototyping. A well-defined and well-documented API is testable and leads to higher-
quality apps and systems.  
 
 



Service orientation 
 
Earlier, we stated that service orientation is the fundamental design principle of SOA. In this section, we 
attempt to explain that statement.  
 
As you think about building your apps and systems, try to design in the following service oriented features and 
characteristics. 
 
Loosely-integrated suite of services – A service oriented implementation features loose coupling between 
components, and between and among calls to the API.  
 
The design is agile. Existing functionality can be rapidly adapted to meet new needs. Well-defined boundaries 
and functionalities reduce inter-module complexity, enabling agility.  
 
This design promotes the separation of concerns. Related to modularity, it enables the right (i.e. most 
appropriate) functionality to be placed at the right design point (location), so it can be used in the right way.  
 
Finally, this design helps eliminate data or application functionality “silos” (i.e. a dependent stack).  
 
App/system that publishes (exposes) and API – It may appear obvious, but as you develop your programming 
expertise, you realize that you keep creating software that publishes and indeed is defined by an API. Service 
orientation requires a well-known, discoverable, and documented API.  
 
Provider and consumer roles – The SOA implementation is the “provider” of functionality through an API. Your 
app/system is typically the “consumer”, although a well-designed SOA implementation features consumer-like 
interaction among its modules.  
 
Messages (data packages) – Messages are the data packages that are exchanged between consumers and 
providers. A message can include both data and commands (functionality).  
 
Modular and componentized – By now, you accept that an SOA implementation is modular and 
componentized. What is not specified and defined is the “right size” for a module.  
 
Some SOA implementations feature larger-sized chunks of functionality, and/or apps or subsystems, that roll 
up a significant amount of functionality. What’s appropriate is dependent on many factors.  
 
Discovery – The functionality in your implementation must be discoverable. A central feature that enables 
discoverability is metadata. Documentation is also required. 
 
Federation – Federation is an agreement on interoperation and standardization. Another definition is that 
federation unites resources, while maintaining the resources’ distinct independence.  
 
Not all SOA implementations are federated, but yours may be.  
 
Usage contract (data format, calling convention, transport) – Modern web services typically use XML or JSON 
as the data format. The calling convention is most often SOAP or REST. Almost by definition, web services are 
available on an internet by using the HTTP protocol. This combination of attributes is known as a “contract”. 
 



In summary, service orientation enables the developer to move an internal API to an external API, thereby 
exposing it to external callers. 
 
 
The web services idea 
 
As summarized above: 
 

SOA is an approach for designing systems. 
 
Web services is an implementation methodology. 

 
Modern systems are now built on a web services foundation.  
 
You’ve had a couple of years learning programming foundations and fundamentals, and are now prepared to 
embrace the web services idea. It’s just the way things are done now.  
 
 
Read more, learn, and think 
 
Take some time and read the following high-level introductions to the topics presented today. Wikipedia has 
suitable articles for our introductory purpose, so make sure you read these topics: 

 Service-oriented architecture 

 Service-orientation 

 Web service 

 SOAP 

 Representational state transfer 
 
As you read, think about your past programming efforts, as well as those ahead of you. Follow the article links 
that interest you.  


